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contemporary materialists are also merchants of vanishing. Because materialists, on his
interpretation, are committed to denying the reality of ideas and of subjectivity, they refute
themselves whenever they think, whenever their selves and their experiences fail to
disappear. Whatever the wishfully progressive politics of materialism's contemporary seers,
Hawkes charges, its debunking magic, in reducing 'people to the status of objects', operates
only in the service of the vast capitalist machine (p. 26).

Materialists Are Not Merchants of Vanishing
John Sutton and Evelyn B. Tribble

1. Early modern critics of materialism (and of associated doctrines like determinism and
mechanism) sometimes employed a transcendental argument form. If materialism were true,
then some valuable feature of reality could not exist; but that feature does exist; therefore
materialism is false. Depending on current context and concerns, the valuable 'X' in question
might be God, the soul, hell, objective morality, free will, conscience, truth, knowledge,
social order, or justice and the law: all, in the critics' eyes, obvious and unchallengeable
realities which materialism would, impossibly, extinguish.1 As David Hawkes notes in his
delightfully provocative essay, it is because Hell is so manifestly real, in both the play and
its world, that Faustus manifestly refutes himself in telling Mephistopheles that it is a fable.
The success of such transcendental arguments relies on the truth of both their premises: Hell
really must exist, and Faustus's materialism must really be incompatible with its existence.
Hawkes celebrates early modern moralists who focussed on the alleged worldly and carnal
roots and consequences of 'philosophical materialism', who attacked its proponents as
villainous, self-interested, and depraved (pp. 7-9).2
2. The rich moral history of materialism confirms again that psychology and politics are
often more entangled than they seem. In science studies, social theory, and historicist
cultural criticism, we have been shown many cases in which metaphysics was not morally
innocent. But relations between doctrines about what is and doctrines about what ought to
be are in general not a matter of strict entailment, and such links are often tacit, hard for
both actors and theorists to identify and accept. Specific views in science do not determine
any particular normative framework, nor the reverse: Hawkes demonstrates that a materialist
psychology can in distinct cultural and intellectual contexts serve quite different political
models and ideals. So as Hawkes rails at the lazily 'automatic' commitment to materialism of
modern critics, we might recall that in contrast early modern materialists, from Pomponazzi
to Hobbes and beyond, ran considerable risks in defending views constantly identified as
atheist and often caricatured.3 Despite his awareness of the context-dependence and
complexity of this moral history of materialism, Hawkes aligns himself firmly with the
critics of these early modern materialists. This strategy amplifies his laments and complaints
at the 'sentimental' orthodoxy of our contemporary materialists, who have (he argues)
entered into a disastrous alliance with capitalist economics (pp. 25-28), to the surprising
extent that 'materialism, in its twenty-first-century manifestations' does in fact bear its
ideological weight intrinsically, to the extent that it is 'not . . . compatible with anticapitalism' but simply 'is capitalism in philosophical form' (p. 28).4
3. So, in the modern context, Hawkes adopts a similarly transcendental argument style,
taking the soul, subjectivity, ideas, the mind, qualia, consciousness, and the self as his
unchallengeable realities rather than God or Hell. On other occasions we might query the
first premise of such an argument form, wondering, for example, if the reified or abstract
unified category of the 'mind' is not a category that is too historically and cross-culturally
labile, too genealogically suspect, to be immune to revision.5 But here we challenge the
second premise of Hawkes' argument, that materialism is really incompatible with these
realities. If early modern materialists were dubious magicians or jugglers, allegedly
conjuring manifest features of experience like God or Hell out of existence, so for Hawkes
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4. These are, we argue, profound misunderstandings of the nature of materialism, and of
its implications for literary and cultural criticism. These errors of theory in turn drive a
disastrous error of policy, by which Hawkes recommends a renewed secession of the
humanities from the sciences. We agree that this is a particularly crucial period in the
development of interdisciplinary work, as the collection from which Hawkes' essay is drawn
attests.6 How will the relationship between the humanities and the sciences be imagined? At
one extreme, there is the 'consilience' model that Hawkes rightly attacks, and which seems to
be embraced by the editors of that volume in singling out 'biology, neurology, and
evolutionary psychology' as the key 'disciplines of hard science' and in citing approvingly
both neuroimaging and nativist conceptions of modularity.7 In some of its 'literary
Darwinist' forms, that model positions humanistic inquiry as subservient to and subsumed by
scientific frameworks. While we share Hawkes' dismay at such approaches, we agree with
Jonathan Kramnick that they are deeply incomplete, and do not underwrite 'the most
interesting work across cognitive science and literary studies in recent years'.8 Yet the
alternative Hawkes proposes -- rejection of 'the materialist assumptions of economics and
the natural sciences' (p. 25) -- is, we argue, equally problematic. It is unnecessary for
cultural and literary scholars to secede from science in general just because they reasonably
resist the impoverishment of certain highly visible popularizations of controversial scientific
ideas. Worse, it is dangerous to do so, because refusing to engage with science bars them
from participation in full and robust debates both within the cognitive sciences, and between
humanities, social sciences, and cognitive sciences: this strategy thus encloses the
humanities again in an idealist ghetto.
5. We agree with Hawkes that psychological phenomena have been puzzlingly
marginalized in some contemporary literary criticism and early modern cultural theory: but
he misidentifies what's missing, and misdiagnoses the source of the absence. We first contest
Hawkes' strategic treatment of materialism as a sufficiently coherent and unified doctrine to
be worth attacking, before going on to dispute and complicate his understanding of its
versions. We agree with Hawkes that contemporary materialism is 'capacious' and comes in
many forms, its adherents having 'broken off into clusters', and thus that it's now often not
clear what a 'materialist' theory is opposing (pp. 13-14). It is then curious that Hawkes
continues to treat 'materialism' as a fruitful critical target. We are not sure whether his own
preferred alternative is in the tradition of the dialecticians who treat 'ideas and matter as
mutually determining' (p. 10), or in that of 'an idealist historicism' (p. 23): in either case,
Hawkes takes an opposition between materialism and idealism as a worthwhile starting
point.
6. In contrast, we would conclude that simply labelling a position as 'materialist' is in a
contemporary context to solve little: all the interesting issues depend on what form of
materialism one develops and defends. Asking whether or not we should accept or reject
'materialism' in general might be a worthy question if we are engaged in specifically
religious or metaphysical debates concerning substance dualism, but although Hawkes does
refer positively to the 'non-material subject', such debates do not appear to be his immediate
concern.9 Seeking to pick out a sufficiently coherent conception of 'materialism' to attack,
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he identifies three primary varieties: object-centred criticism, eliminative and evolutionary
materialism, and cognitive or informational criticism. Despite Hawkes' attempts to identify
shared doctrines across these disparate views at a sufficiently broad grain of analysis, they
have little in common. Hawkes' selection of varieties of materialism is not only unhelpfully
homogenized, but also impoverished: he omits key versions and leaves out a significant
array of plausible forms of materialism, especially ones that clearly do not share the putative
common core. Not all materialisms, for example, are neurocentric, locating cognition in the
brain alone. Not all reify mind or are blind to process and becoming: even apart from the
array of materialist cognitive theories discussed below which treat mental life as embodied,
extended, or distributed, writers closer to cultural theory have defended forms of exuberantly
animate, vital, or visceral materialism.10 To focus on Hawkes' core complaint, many central
varieties of materialism, in philosophy, cultural theory, and cognitive science alike, do not
'reduce ideas to matter' (p.4), deny the reality of either the mind or the subject (p. 21), or
reject the causal efficacy of thoughts and feelings. We discuss these omissions first with
regard to philosophy and the cognitive sciences, because Hawkes' partial slice through the
contemporary theoretical landscape occludes approaches which hold greater potential interest
for literary and humanities scholars.
7. Hawkes sees materialism as necessarily reductive, identifying 'materialism' in general
with reductive materialism. But in many or most of its forms materialism is compatible with
pluralism. Hawkes, correspondingly, wrongly treats any non-reductive view of mind or
subjectivity as a non- or anti-materialist view. These are mistakes because reduction is only
one possible materialist account of relations between the mental and the physical, and (in the
form that Hawkes construes it) a particularly controversial account at that. Hawkes takes
reduction -- for example, the reduction 'of ideas to matter' (p. 4), or of 'subjectivity to the
functions of the brain' (p. 20), or of 'the human self to matter' (p. 25) -- to entail that what is
reduced isn't real: as he sees it, 'despite their differences', prominent materialisms 'all believe
that the human subject, mind or soul is an illusion' (p. 21). When he adds the alleged
'collusion between materialist philosophy and capitalist economics' (p. 26), we have all the
ingredients for Hawkes' troubling vision of materialists as merchants of vanishing.
8. Hawkes thus conflates reduction with elimination. But this is an error. Elimination is
the failure of reduction, not its outcome. It's because animal spirits, phlogiston, luminiferous
ether, and God, despite their many putative virtues, could not be reduced that they were
eliminated from our best understandings of the world. The difference between reduction and
elimination is clear, for example, even in the work of arch-eliminativist Patricia Churchland,
who argues that reduction 'does not entail that the reduced theory will somehow cease to be,
or that the phenomena it describes cease to be. . . '.11 In any case, it is extraordinary for
Hawkes to claim that 'by the end of the twentieth century, eliminative materialism had
become the dominant approach to the study of mind' (p. 11): on his picture, eliminative
materialism is materialism's natural and supreme form. But eliminative materialism,
although widely misunderstood, has in contrast for 40 years now elicited just the kind of
revulsion and moral panic among mainstream philosophers and cognitive scientists which
we find in Hawkes: it has consistently been rejected as ludicrous and absurd.12 In fact, few
actual materialist theories of mind or self in philosophy or cognitive science, let alone in the
social sciences, are in practice reductionist in anything like Hawkes' eliminative sense.13
Certainly, some are: there are, for example, 'ruthless reductionists' in philosophy and
cognitive neuroscience who claim that remembering and thinking are in fact not really
psychological processes at all, but only neural processes.14 If Hawkes restricted his critical
attention to these views, we would have no quarrel. But these views are marginal in the
cognitive sciences as a whole, despite the disproportionate media attention they sometimes
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get in our neurocentric age. To attack the localizationism, individualism, and (eliminative)
reductionism of such views, as we along with many others would want to do, is not to attack
materialism.
9. In the second half of the twentieth century, a swathe of tools for and forms of nonreductive materialism were developed in cognitive science and philosophy of mind. Even
though we do not accept many central claims developed in this orthodox conception, its
history should be better known in the contemporary interdisciplinary environment.15 Both
scientists and philosophers realized that it was unnecessarily chauvinistic to identify mental
states with the physical states of human beings' idiosyncratic biological brains, and instead
sought to characterize mental states functionally, by reference to what they do and the roles
they typically play within an active cognitive system.16 While the resulting 'functionalist'
philosophy of cognition comes in many distinct varieties, two things about it are clear:
functionalism has for some 40 years provided the dominant orthodoxy in both cognitive
science and philosophy, and it is defiantly anti-reductionist. Rather than either reducing
ideas to matter or simply identifying ideas and matter, functionalists insist on the reality of
both ideas and matter, and seek alternative, more precise ways of characterizing the relations
between them. In principle, the same mental states -- memories, feelings, beliefs, and so on - can be realized in quite different material systems, as long as the functional relationships
and roles are preserved. On different occasions, across different individuals or different
species or (in general) different thinkers or cognizers, particular thoughts or emotions or
memories can be constituted by or realized in or supervene on whatever physical stuff is so
appropriately organized as to ground or permit those particular (psychological) functional
roles to be filled.17 This is the core of non-reductive materialism. In one sense, everything
in our psychology is material, for in each distinct case the mental state is realized in some
physical substrate or other. But equally, the mental state is clearly not reducible to that
material substrate, or (we might say) it retains some autonomy from that material substrate,
in that it can exist in the absence of that particular physical implementation or realization. I
can have the same thought today and next year, without my body and brain having
(implausibly) to be in exactly the same state; and although it is in virtue of our respective
physical (neural and bodily) organization that my dog and I can both feel cold, and both feel
pain, those feelings are not to be reduced to one peculiar shared material constitution.
10. There are many open difficulties with this functionalist orthodoxy, even apart from
the ongoing technical challenges in spelling out just what the notions of realization or
supervenience amount to.18 One might worry, for example, that in abstracting away from
the details of material realization it does not take bodies of various kinds seriously enough,
or that it remains in most of its guises wedded to a problematic, context-free individualism
in locating the relevant functional roles inside the head. But, for better or worse,
functionalism remains a far more influential driving vision of the nature of mind than the
eliminative reductionism on which Hawkes focuses. To put the point another way,
mainstream materialisms definitely do not accept 'that only matter exists' (p. 27), but in
contrast are firmly pluralist in their ontologies. The special sciences -- including the human
sciences, the social sciences, and the cognitive sciences -- are unambiguously seen in these
forms of materialism as having significant autonomy. The states and capacities in which
they traffic, including not just abstractions like 'mind' or 'self' but also memories, affects,
beliefs, imaginings, dreams, decisions, and the whole array of psychological phenomena of
interest to literary, cultural, and historical theorists, are in no way illusory. Pluralism is a
perfectly reasonable and widespread philosophy of science for a materialist. Even if all the
things that exist supervene on or are realized in matter, the materialist can still ascribe fullblown reality and causal powers to tables and trees, tendons and toenails, tangos and
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tendencies.
11. This pluralism is compatible even with the 'promiscuous realism' of John Dupré,
whose distinct critique of the universalizing claims made in some forms of evolutionary
psychology is rightly cited with approval by Hawkes. Dupré carefully targets only
excessively reductive versions of materialism, not materialism in general: he too does not
'believe that there are, in addition to the things that physicists theorize about, immaterial
minds or deities'.19 Certainly, as Dupré claims, 'there are countless other things: atoms,
molecules, bacteria, elephants, people and their minds, and even populations of elephants,
bridge clubs, trades unions, and cultures'. Dupré and the non-reductive materialist agree both
that everything these things are composed of is physical, and that 'the truth about physical
stuff is very far from being the truth about everything'. In a related movement, among the
most influential relevant work in philosophy of science and mind over the last ten years is
the 'new mechanism', a range of theories which aim to show how higher-level organized
wholes (such as complex mental states) can both have emergent powers which are not
reducible to the properties of their isolated constituent parts, and through their complex
organization actively constrain the operations of those component parts.20
12. Working within the broad and mainstream framework of this pluralist functionalism,
in which ideas are certainly real, contemporary materialists also develop an array of diverse
approaches to mind, self, subjectivity, agency, and autonomy. There is nothing in
philosophical cognitivism, or in the work of the literary and cultural critics most attuned to
it, that must be 'committed to the reduction of subjectivity to the functions of the brain' (p.
20), or to treating it as an illusion or an epiphenomenon (p. 21). One might have distinct
historicist, anti-essentialist, or anti-individualist reasons to be doubtful about the integrity
and utility of some of these terms and categories in cognitive science, evolutionary
psychology, or humanist scholarship alike: but these are nothing to do with materialism,
which on its own is perfectly compatible with the 'dialectical' view which Hawkes favours,
that ideas and matter are 'mutually determining' (p. 10). This is no particular victory for
materialism, just another sign that it is not the key issue.
13. The varieties of contemporary materialism are so diverse, indeed, that they encompass
not just Hawkes' eliminativists, nativists, and localizationist (mis-)interpretations of
neuroimaging results, but also many distinctive positions on which the relevant bits of matter
are not restricted to the brain. On the view we have been developing over some years, for
example, what's important about mental processes -- remembering, decision-making,
hoping, planning, communicating, and so on -- is not so much that they are realized in or
carried by matter, as that the relevant parts of the material world are bodily, environmental,
technological, and social as well as neural.21 Working from traditions in which cognition is
seen as (material but also) embodied, situated, and extended or distributed, we argue that
changing social, cultural, and historical artifacts and practices are not external supplements
to the true mind inside the individual, but rather partly constitute mental life.22 This is still a
materialist theory: it sees an understanding of the linked properties and coupled dynamics of
many different interacting material systems in brain, body, and world as the key to
understanding psychological processes. But on these views mind is neither identified with
nor reduced to brain alone: the isolated human brain, in particular, which develops in such
cognitive interdependence with other people and the other parts of a complex cognitive
ecology, is not the sole basis of our psychological capacities.23 From this point of view, a
bare commitment to materialism is a thin and insufficiently embodied veneer which needs to
be supplemented with concomitant attention to specific bodily, interpersonal, and historical
dimensions of animate agency and self.24 Methodologically, these distributed cognition and
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cognitive ecology frameworks in no way exhibit the 'colonization of the human by the
natural sciences' to which Hawkes attributes the dominance of materialism (p. 21): instead
we have argued for a mutual coevolution of theoretical approaches, in that the in-principle
acceptance within these cognitive theories of the partly historical and cultural nature of the
mind needs to be tested against and put into scholarly practice in detailed case studies of
historical cognitive science.25
14. We agree with Hawkes that in some literary and cultural-historical contexts,
historicist criticism has been more influential than materialism in driving anti-essentialist
critical movements, successfully 'demonstrating the contingency of culture' (pp. 22-23).
There is indeed ample work to do in continuing to contend 'that there is no fixed human
nature or natural mode of social organization', and this is to be done in part by 'locating the
objects of study within their contingent historical circumstances' (p. 23). Yet matter is the
realm of change, of dynamics and movement. We reject Hawkes' suggestion that such
critical political projects can be motivated by 'an idealist historicism' on its own, for two
reasons -- one normative and one descriptive. Firstly, again, this is to hand science over
entirely to capitalism, or at least to think wrongly that universalizing essentialist science is
the only kind of science there is. It is to deny the humanist the chance to work critically with
the vast array of alternative options within the sciences which do not fit or collude so neatly
with capitalism, and which themselves reject the idea of a fixed human nature from within.
Far from materialism being incompatible with anti-capitalist historicism, we argue that the
power of historicism, and of its debunking claims about contingency of alleged universals,
can only be enhanced and magnified if it is associated with the right kind of materialist
framework. Secondly, we suggest that historicism without materialism too easily leaves us
mute about the ordinary mental life of embodied human agents. Certainly, the mind has gone
missing in some strands of criticism, with the complex experiential realm of thinking,
feeling, remembering, and decision-making occasionally jettisoned entirely in favour of
reference to the constitution of an illusory subjectivity by external tools of ideological
domination.26 But it is misdiagnosis to ascribe this to a generic materialist reduction of
ideas to matter: rather, in overly hasty anti-essentialism, historicists who lack a cognitive
theory may be tempted to neglect intelligent activities just because they wrongly think that
the kind of 'autonomous non-material subject' which Hawkes appears to favour (p.3) is
required for there to be ideas (or beliefs, hopes, memories, and so on). The means by which
this unproductive impasse can be overcome, we suggest, is to engage fully with
phenomenology-friendly cognitive theories and embodied materialisms.27
15. Our own deviant brand of materialism, the idea of mental activities as essentially
distributed across an extended cognitive ecology, clearly has particular affinities with the
object-centred criticism for which Hawkes reserves particular skepticism. Indeed, the link
between 'thing theory' and materialist cognitive theory is considerably more explicit in our
work than in that of the critics considered by Hawkes such as Stallybrass, Korda, or
Harris.28 So we conclude by briefly responding to Hawkes' specific complaints about the
'quasi-magical attribution of agency to objects' and the 'category confusion between subject
and object' (pp. 16-17) in recent object-oriented criticism. Critics of distributed cognition in
philosophy of mind, likewise, characterize it as the view that artifacts -- notebooks, say, or
pencils -- 'are' memory or 'have' minds on their own: one mocks the apparent implication
'that the black tie I wear at the funeral [is] doing my grieving for me'.29 But again, this is a
mistaken characterization of the materialist, in this case the object-centred material culture
theorist, as one who inevitably makes the subject or the agent disappear.30 We are not
leveling all distinctions, perversely effacing politically indispensable lines between people
and things. As Latour argues, 'in abandoning dualism our intent is not to throw everything
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into the same pot, to efface the distinct features of the various parts within the collective.
We want analytical clarity, too, but following different lines than the one drawn for the
polemical tug of war between subjects and objects'.31 We are thus not arguing, as Hawkes
suspects, that 'things abandon their objective nature altogether, and actually become
subjective agents'.32 Where we do query pre-theoretic distinctions between inside and
outside, this is not in service of a flattening homogeneity, by which everything can be
treated alike simply because everything is ultimately material. Rather, in suggesting that the
concept of agency is not transparent or simple, and that agency can take many forms, we
seek to exchange distinctions for networks, reinstating both history and heterogeneity.
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Antiquity: the scientific revolution and the classical tradition (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1991), pp.
25-51, especially pp. 37-43 on Webster, Mersenne, and Cudworth.
2 Parenthetical page references are to the pdf version of 'Against Materialism' at
<http://emc.eserver.org/1-9/Hawkes.pdf>.

16. So the aim of object-centred criticism and of theories of distributed cognition alike is
to point to richer, denser forms of interdependence between and across heterogeneous
resources -- brains, bodies, and worlds -- in the performance of flexible, more-or-less
intelligent activity. This is not to encourage an antiquarian or fetishistically exclusive focus
on alluring, single material objects, which might drain them of their political meaning.33
Rather, there are historically and culturally specific patterns of cooperation and coordination,
and of failures of coordination, between mindful bodies, cognitive artifacts, and social
institutions. So when certain things -- clothes, say, or table-books, or money -- do have a
cognitive life, this does not arise by sorcery, in isolation, through the bypassing or
elimination of human activity, as the early modern critics of idolatry feared. Where Hawkes
celebrates 'the moralistic horror with which such agency [of objects] was generally portrayed
in early modern Europe', we suggest that rich and historicized forms of materialism can
precisely attend to distinctive and tangled forms of coupling between psychological,
physical, and social process. This requires understanding the unique properties and formats
of the peculiar kinds of things that people have used to think or remember with, all with
their own histories and dynamics, changing at a range of different timescales. But of course
it also requires understanding historically and culturally distinctive patterns of use, in
multiply-embedded, situated routines and practices. Since materialists are not merchants of
vanishing, who would extinguish all that animated, passionate, quizzical, embodied human
agents hold dear, they must be humanists and cognitive theorists, neurophilosophers and
cultural critics, historicists and ecologists all at once.34
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